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Media Ethics
2009

making ethics accessible and applicable to media practice media ethics key principles for responsible
practice explains key ethical principles and their application in print and broadcast journalism public
relations advertising and media based marketing unlike application oriented case books this text sets
forth the philosophical underpinnings of key principles and explains how each should guide responsible
media behavior it avoids moralizing and instead emphasizes the deliberative nature of ethics inviting
students to grapple with ethical dilemmas on their own and presenting ethical theory in a way designed to
enrich classroom discussion author patrick lee plaisance synthesizes classical and contemporary ethics in
an accessible way to help students ask the right questions and develop their critical reasoning skills
both as media consumers and media professionals of the future

Ethics and the Media
2011-09-15

this book is a comprehensive introduction to media ethics and an exploration of how it must change to
adapt to today s media revolution using an ethical framework for the new mixed media ethics taking in the
global interactive media produced by both citizens and professionals stephen j a ward discusses the
ethical issues which occur in both mainstream and non mainstream media from newspapers and broadcast to
social media users and bloggers he re defines traditional conceptions of journalistic truth seeking
objectivity and minimizing harm and examines the responsible use of images in an image saturated public
sphere he also draws the contours of a future media ethics for the new mainstream media and puts forward
cosmopolitan principles for a global media ethics his book will be invaluable for all students of media
and for others who are interested in media ethics

Controversies in Media Ethics
2012-05-23

controversies in media ethics offers students instructors and professionals multiple perspectives on media
ethics issues presenting vast gray areas and few if any easy answers this third edition includes a wide
range of subjects and demonstrates a willingness to tackle the problems raised by new technologies new
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media new politics and new economics the core of the text is formed by 14 chapters each of which deals
with a particular problem or likelihood of ethical dilemma presented as different points of view on the
topic in question as argued by two or more contributing authors the 15th chapter is a collection of mini
chapters allowing students to discern first hand how to deal with ethical problems contributing authors
john a armstrong peter j gade julianne h newton kim sheehan and jane b singer provide additional voices
and perspectives on various topics under discussion this edition has been thoroughly updated to provide
discussions of issues reflecting the breadth and depth of the media spectrum numerous real world examples
broad discussion of confidentiality and other timely topics a companion website routledge com textbooks
9780415963329 supplies resources for both students and instructors you can also join the controversies
community on facebook facebook com cme3rd developed for use in media ethics courses controversies in media
ethics provides up to date discussions and analysis of ethical situations across a variety of media
including issues dealing with the internet and new media it provides a unique consideration of ethical
concerns and serves as provocative reading for all media students

Handbook of Global Media Ethics
2021-09-02

this handbook is one of the first comprehensive research and teaching tools for the developing area of
global media ethics the advent of new media that is global in reach and impact has created the need for a
journalism ethics that is global in principles and aims for many scholars teachers and journalists the
existing journalism ethics e g existing codes of ethics is too parochial and national it fails to provide
adequate normative guidance for a media that is digital global and practiced by professional and citizen a
global media ethics is being constructed to define what responsible public journalism means for a new
global media era currently scholars write texts and codes for global media teach global media ethics
analyse how global issues should be covered and gather together at conferences round tables and meetings
however the field lacks an authoritative handbook that presents the views of leading thinkers on the most
important issues for global media ethics this handbook is a milestone in the field and a major
contribution to media ethics

Media Ethics
2000

concerns about the role and responsibilities of the media have become an increasingly important part of
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public debate media ethics brings together philosophers academics and media professionals to debate both
ethics and morality

Media Ethics
2020-03-26

media ethics cases and moral reasoning challenges readers to think analytically about ethical situations
in mass communication through original case studies and commentaries about real life media experiences
this text provides a comprehensive introduction to the theoretical principles of ethical philosophies
facilitating ethical awareness it introduces the potter box with its four dimensions of moral analysis to
provide a framework for exploring the steps in moral reasoning and analyzing the cases focusing on a wide
spectrum of ethical issues faced by media practitioners the cases in this eleventh edition include the
most recent issues in journalism broadcasting advertising public relations and entertainment cases touch
on issues and places worldwide from al jazeera to the xinhua news agency from nigerian brown envelopes to
pr professional standards in south africa racially divisive language comes up in different communication
contexts as does celebrity influence on culture a core textbook for classes in media ethics communication
ethics and ethics in journalism public relations and advertising the companion website mediaethics11 com
contains sample syllabi and lesson plans powerpoint presentations and discussion and test questions

Radical Media Ethics
2015-06-22

radical media ethics presents a series of innovative ethical principles and guidelines for members of the
global online media community offers a comprehensive new way to think about media ethics in a new media
era provides guiding principles and values for practising responsible global media ethics introduces one
of the first codes of conduct for a journalism that is global in reach and impact includes both
philosophical considerations and practical elements in its establishment of new media ethics guidelines

Global Media Ethics
2013-03-04

global media ethics global media ethics problems and perspectives the book pleads convincingly that news
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media outlets and practitioners should urgently reconsider their practices and norms in a world gone
global and digitally convergent the various contributions broach the topic from completely different
perspectives to create a very stimulating and constructive framework to identify and face the new ethical
challenges of journalism and the news media françois heinderyckx université libre de bruxelles news that
crosses boundaries of culture and geography means rethinking media ethics the demands of role audience
digital transmission and an industry under fierce economic pressure require the insightful approach to
ethical thinking this volume provides from theory to practice this book has something for scholars and
professionals alike lee wilkins journal of mass media ethics global media ethics is a cross cultural
exploration of the conceptual and practical issues facing media ethics in a global world focusing on the
ethical concepts principles and questions in an era of major change this unique textbook explores the aims
and norms that should guide the publication of stories that impact across borders and which affect a
globally linked pluralistic world through case studies analysis of emerging practices and theoretical
discussion a team of leading journalism and communication experts investigate the impact of major global
trends on responsible journalism and lead readers to better understand changes in media ethics chapters
look at how these changes promote or inhibit responsible journalism how such changes challenge existing
standards and how media ethics can develop to take account of global news media in light of the fact that
media journalism is now and will increasingly become multimedia in format and global in its scope and
influence the book argues that global media impact entails global responsibilities it is therefore
critical that media ethics rethinks its basic notions standards and practices from a more cosmopolitan
perspective

Media Ethics
2002-01-22

media ethics brings together philosophers academics and media professionals to debate pressing ethical and
moral questions for journalists and the media and to examine basic notions such as truth virtue privacy
rights offence harm and freedom which are used in answering them

Communication and Media Ethics
2018-09-10

ethics in communication and media has arguably reached a pivotal stage of maturity in the last decade
moving from disparate lines of inquiry to a theory driven interdisciplinary field presenting normative
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frameworks and philosophical explications for communicative practices the intent of this volume is to
present this maturation to reflect the vibrant state of ethics theorizing and to illuminate promising
pathways for future research

Entertaining Ethics
2021-03-11

the play s the thing wherein i ll catch the conscience of the king shakespeare was repeating what the
ancient greeks had pioneered if you want to tell a moral lesson and have it remembered then make it
entertaining chad painter and lee wilkins explore how popular culture explains media ethics and the
philosophy that is key to solid ethical thinking each chapter focuses on a key ethical concept anchors the
discussion of that concept in a contemporary or classic accessible film analyzes decisions made in that
film with other popular culture artifacts and grounds the analysis in appropriate philosophical thought
the book focuses on core philosophical concepts of media ethics truth telling loyalty privacy public
service media economics social justice advocacy and accountability as they are examined through the lens
of narrative film television and music discussion questions and online instructor materials further course
applicability while the popular culture examples make ethical theory accessible and exciting for students
and professors from a variety of academic backgrounds

Media Ethics at Work: True Stories from Young Professionals
2013

tool for thought how a theory or professional ethics code clarifies the case s central ethical issue tool
for action practical how to tips thinking it through discussion questions what if an alternative scenario
for students to think through go online for more web resources for further information

Explorations in Global Media Ethics
2013-09-13

studies of global media and journalism have repeatedly returned to discussions of ethics this book
highlights the difficulty that journalists encounter when establishing appropriate ethical practices and
marks the pressing importance of global media ethics as a subject of current debate a wide range of
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contributors both scholars and practitioners of journalism identify how changes in journalism practice
developments in new media technologies legal regulations and shifting patterns of ownership all play a
role in creating ethical tensions for journalists with some chapters in the book suggesting practical
solutions to this pertinent issue the growing need to faithfully represent other diverse cultural groups
is also considered with certain chapters discussing the impact that human rights freedom and justice have
upon journalistic decision making explorations in global media ethics recognises that with the escalation
of globalisation and a public striving for honest quality media journalists around the world face an
increasing pressure to comply with and simultaneously satisfy diverse ethical practices at both a local
and a more global level the book sympathises with the position of the journalist and calls for greater
consideration of his ambiguous role this book was originally published as a special issue of journalism
studies

The Handbook of Mass Media Ethics
2008-09-17

this handbook encapsulates the intellectual history of mass media ethics over the past twenty five years
chapters serve as a summary of existing research and thinking in the field as well as setting agenda items
for future research key features include up to date and comprehensive coverage of media ethics one of the
hottest topics in the media community one stop shopping for historical and current research in media
ethics experienced top tier editors advisory board and contributors it will be an essential reference on
media ethics theory and research for scholars graduate students and researchers in media mass
communication and journalism

Media & Ethics
2005

media ethics combines real life and hypothetical cases with a succinct introduction to relevant ethical
theory helping students prepare for the ethical situations they will encounter in the media professions
ideal as the main text in a media ethics course or as a supplemental text in any course in journalism
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Media Ethics
2002

this volume responds to the challenges posed by the rapid developments in satellite tv and digital
technologies addressing media ethics from a global perspective to discuss how we can understand journalism
practice in its cultural contexts an international team of contributors draw upon global and non western
traditions to discuss the philosophical origins of ethics and the tension that exists between media
institutions the media market and political ideological influencers the chapters then unveil the
discrepancies among international journalists in abiding by the ethics of the profession and the extent to
which media ethics are understood and applied in their local context environment arguing that the
legitimacy of ethics comes not from the definition per se but from the extent to which it leads to social
good the book posits this should be the media s raison d être to abide by globally accepted ethical norms
in order to serve the common good taking a truly global approach to the question of media ethics this
volume will be an important resource for scholars and students of journalism communication studies media
studies sociology politics and cultural studies

Global Media Ethics and the Digital Revolution
2021-11-29

the sage guide to key issues in mass media ethics and law is an authoritative and rigorous two volume
issues based reference set that surveys varied views on many of the most contentious issues involving mass
media ethics and the law divided into six thematic sections covering information from contrasting ethical
responsibly and legal rights for both speech and press newsgathering and access and privacy to libelous
reporting business considerations and changing rules with social media and the internet the information in
this guide is extremely relevant to a variety of audiences this guide specifically focuses on matters that
are likely to be regular front page headlines concerning topics such as technological threats to privacy
sensationalism in media coverage of high profile trials cameras in the courtroom use of confidential
sources national security concerns and the press digital duplication and deception rights of celebrities
plagiarism and more collectively this guide assesses key contentious issues and legal precedents noting
current ethical and legal trends and likely future directions features six thematic sections consist of
approximately a dozen chapters each written by eminent scholars and practitioners active in the field
sections open with a general introduction by the volume editors and conclude with a wrap up outlook
section to highlight likely future trends chapters follow a common organizational outline of a brief
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overview of the issue at hand historical background and precedent and presentation of various perspectives
pro con mixed to the issue see also cross references guide readers to related chapters and references and
further readings guide users to more in depth resources for follow up this reference guide is an excellent
source for the general public students and researchers who are interested in expanding their knowledge in
mass media and the ethics and law surrounding it

The SAGE Guide to Key Issues in Mass Media Ethics and Law
2015-03-23

ethics of media reopens the question of media ethics taking an exploratory rather than prescriptive
approach an esteemed collection of contributors tackle the diverse areas of moral questioning at work
within various broadcasting practices accommodating the plurality and complexity of present day ethical
challenges posed by the world of media

Ethics of Media
2015-12-11

emphasizing the intertwined concepts of freedom of the press and social responsibility this is the first
book to cover media ethics from a truly global perspective case studies on hot topics and issues of
enduring importance in media studies are introduced and thoroughly analyzed with particular focus on ones
involving social media and public protest written by two global media ethics experts with extensive
teaching experience this work covers the whole spectrum of media from news film and television to
advertising pr and digital media end of chapter exercises discussion questions and commentary boxes from a
global group of scholars reinforce student learning engage readers and offer diverse perspectives

World Media Ethics
2017-08-07

this issue compromises a selection of papers presented at the inaugural international media ethics
conference held in canberra australia in july 2002 the papers selected are representative of some of the
central themes of the conference such as managing the newsroom and editorial independence limits on press
freedom ethical standards and credibility investigative journalism and commercial constraints on the media
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Media Ethics in Australia
2020-08-26

the los angeles times recently reported that the word integrity was the most looked up word on merriam
webster s online dictionary suggesting that people are looking for guidance in a scandal driven world
issues of ethics and the media continue to dominate our awareness and present real challenges in our day
to day work this book shows the ethical decision making process in action using tools of critical analysis
and evaluation real world media ethics is written in a friendly and approachable voice it succeeds in
offering an honest frontline aware and realistic sense of the ethical situations faced by entertainment
and journalism professionals every day in the real world most of the other books about media ethics focus
mostly on journalism this book however covers not just journalistic ethics but also ethics in the
landscape of mass media including public relations the entertainment industry and other forms of visual
communication the author includes numerous case studies about current headlines that readers will already
be familiar with providing realistic and engaging scenarios about when how and why ethics count

Real-World Media Ethics
2012-07-26

this fully updated second edition of the popular handbook provides an exploration of thinking on media
ethics bringing together the intellectual history of global mass media ethics over the past 40 years
summarising existing research and setting future agenda grounded in philosophy and social science this
second edition offers up to date and comprehensive coverage of media ethics including the ethics of
sources social media the roots of law in ethics and documentary film the wide range of contributors
include scholars and former professionals who worked as journalists public relations professionals and
advertising practitioners they lay out both a good grounding from which to begin more in depth and
individualized explorations and extensive bibliographies for each chapter to aid that process for students
and professionals who seek to understand and do the best work possible this book will provide both insight
and direction standing apart in its comprehensive coverage the routledge handbook of mass media ethics is
required reading for scholars graduate students and researchers in media mass communication journalism
ethics and related areas
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The Routledge Handbook of Mass Media Ethics
2020-03-13

doing ethics in media theories and practical applications is an accessible comprehensive introduction to
media ethics its theoretical framework and grounded discussions engage students to think clearly and
systematically about dilemmas in the rapidly changing media environment the 13 chapter text is organized
around six decision making questions the 5ws and h of media ethics the questions encourage students to
articulate the issues apply codes policies or laws consider the needs of stakeholders sift and sort
through conflicting values integrate philosophic principles and pose a test of publicity specifically the
questions ask what s your problem why not follow the rules who wins who loses what s it worth who s
whispering in your ear how s your decision going to look as they progress through the text students are
encouraged to resolve dozens of practical applications and increasingly complex case studies relating to
journalism new media advertising public relations and entertainment other distinctive features include
comprehensive materials on classic moral theory and current issues such as truth telling and deception
values persuasion and propaganda privacy diversity and loyalty a user friendly approach that challenges
students to think for themselves rather than imposing answers on them consistent connections between
theories and the decision making challenges posed in the practical applications and case studies a
companion website with online resources for students including additional readings and chapter overviews
as well as instructor materials with a test bank instructor s manual sample syllabi and more routledge com
textbooks black a second website with continuously updated examples case studies and student writing
doingmediaethics com doing ethics in media is aimed at undergraduates and graduate students studying media
ethics in mass media journalism and media studies it also serves students in rhetoric popular culture
communication studies and interdisciplinary social sciences

Doing Ethics in Media
2011-04-19

explores the construction of an ethics for news media that is global in reach and impact this title
includes the essays that provide theoretical perspectives on major issues and applies the ideas to
specific countries contexts and problems it offers a source of ethical thought and analysis on questions
raised by contemporary global media
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Media Ethics Beyond Borders
2010-06-15

this text focuses on the wide spectrum of ethical issues facing media practitioners including corporate
takeovers sexism and homelessness it is designed to help students develop analytical skills and raise
moral sensitivity and includes case studies to stimulate class discussion

Media Ethics
1991

this book provides useful pointers to help journalists navigate the dilemmas they face in the professional
practice it provides an enlightening overview of the views of mauritian journalists on their own industry
and an in depth look at the south african model for self regulation as part of the ethical approach the
book also reviews the main issues related to gender senstive reporting in view of the significant role the
media have to play in genedr education journalism is a public good and the need to a clear social contract
is stronger than ever in a world where transparency and acoountability are on the agenda mechanisms for
ensuring ethical practice are essential and should be hailed as beacons for a stronger journalism back
cover

Media Ethics and Regulation
2013

this is the first textbook on the central ethical issues of digital media ranging from computers and the
internet to mobile phones it is also the first book of its kind to consider these issues from a global
perspective introducing ethical theories from multiple cultures it further utilizes examples from around
the world such as the publication of the mohammed cartoons diverse understandings of what privacy means in
facebook or myspace why pirating cds and dvds may be justified in developing countries and culturally
variable perspectives on sexuality and what counts as pornography readers and students thus acquire a
global perspective on the central ethical issues of digital media including privacy copyright pornography
and violence and the ethics of cross cultural communication online the book is designed for use across
disciplines media and communication studies computer science and informatics as well as philosophy it is
up to date accessible and student and classroom friendly each topic and theory is interwoven throughout
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the volume with detailed sets of questions that foster careful reflection writing and discussion into
these issues and their possible resolutions each chapter further includes additional resources and
suggestions for further research and writing

Digital Media Ethics
2013-04-23

this diverse and up to date compilation of classroom tested cases in media ethics is now available in a
new edition media ethics combines real life and hypothetical cases with a succinct introduction to
relevant ethical theory helping students prepare for the ethical situations they will encounter in the
media professions ideal as the main text in a media ethics course or as a supplemental text in any course
in journalism

Media Ethics
1994

a comprehensive introduction to media ethics and an exploration of how it must change to adapt to today s
media revolution

Ethics and the Media
2011

the british press has been accused of drinking in the last chance saloon now with the coming of the new
millennium many fear that broadcasters are also getting a taste for the commercially popular cocktail of
sensation and intrusion that it sells but does it have to be like that are journalists doomed to ignore
stories about important public interest issues in favour of titillating tales that pander solely to the
public s prurient curiosity are docusoaps and current affairs series based on questionable evidence
replacing the award winning documentary programmes of past years media ethics and self regulation looks
closely at the moral dilemmas facing journalists in their day to day working lives and examines the self
regulatory bodies that police the various codes of practice
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Media Ethics and Self-regulation
2000

this text explores the dynamic and potentially explosive field of media ethics from a south african
perspective grounded in ethical theory the public philosophies of communication and media performance
norms this text provides guidelines for individual ethical decision making to media practitioners and
media groups the author s analysis of the south african normative context under the previous and present
political dispensations will be of interest to media policy formulators and students alike current
contentious issues such as racism in the media the plans for media development in this country the
reporting of violence and crime the right to privacy and the media and advertising all come under intense
scrutiny addenda include rules of procedure and the code of conduct of the press ombudsman of south africa
the constitution code and procedures of the broadcasting complaints commission of south africa and the
code of conduct of the public relations institute of southern africa

Media Ethics in the South African Context
2002

this groundbreaking handbook provides a comprehensive picture of the ethical dimensions of communication
in a global setting both theoretical and practical this important volume will raise the ethical bar for
both scholars and practitioners in the world of global communication and media selected by choice as an
outstanding academic title for 2011 brings together leading international scholars to consider ethical
issues raised by globalization the practice of journalism popular culture and media activities examines
important themes in communication ethics including feminism ideology social responsibility reporting
metanarratives blasphemy development and glocalism among many others contains case studies on reporting
censorship responsibility terrorism disenfranchisement and guilt throughout many countries and regions
worldwide contributions by islamic scholars discuss various facets of that religion s engagement with the
public sphere and others who deal with some of the religious and cultural factors that bedevil efforts to
understand our world

The Handbook of Global Communication and Media Ethics
2011-03-21
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a comprehensive introduction to media ethics in south africa theory media codes of conduct and case
studies ethical journalism is seen as a goal in itself

Media Law and Ethics
2002

presents a new theory of media ethics that is explicitly international

Media Ethics
2019-03-21

an engaging and original study of current issues in media ethics this book challenges students to explore
the relationship between media ethics and social change it considers the potentially beneficial uses of
media practice for humanity addressing questions of inclusivity and diversity and specialist topics that
are absent from other texts using case studies and exercises based on real life experiences of journalists
newsmakers policy makers and consumers valerie alia invites readers to examine current media practice and
develop strategies for ethical problem solving and decision making topics discussed include ethical
theories social scientific theories the search for a responsible practice internationalisation of the
media the ethics of interviewing politicians power and spin media minorities and gender arts sports and
travel ethics and images changing technologies and codes and principles features the only book to consider
media ethics in the context of social change provides current examples of british and international media
practice theory problem solving exercises workshop simulations and case studies includes original cartoons
rare photographs of great muckrakers an annotated list of relevant films and a full bibliography and index

Media Ethics and Global Justice in the Digital Age
2004

this special issue shows that old ethics don t always provide ready answers to problems raised by new
technology exploring the perplexing topic of ethics in new media this special issue examines the ethics of
the highly controversial 1998 cincinnati enquirer exposé of chiquita brands international reports on a
pilot project involving online journalists and online journalism graduate students investigates the extent
to which e mail and listservs are and could be effective fora for journalists interested in exploring
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matters of ethics and provides a useful annotated webliography of information resources

Media Ethics and Social Change
2003-07-30

ha09 media ethics the daily realities fink university of georgia u2257 6 336 pp 7 x 9 1 4 0 023 37753 4
paperbound 1995 22 50nk ocotber media ethics offers a professional s look at contemporary media ethics Ñ
one backed by solid academic research and carefully structured to be a practical effective teaching tool
numerous examples and case studies provide a real world focus that emphasizes the importance of personal
judgment and decision making for both media producers and consumers

Ethics & New Media Technology
1995

this book is designed for use in college level mass media ethics courses and for use in mass media
organizations the 27 chapters are written by top scholars and media professionals in the united states the
books provides a practical introduction to real world media ethics cases focusing on two major models
utilitarian and communitarian

Media Ethics
2006

Contemporary Media Ethics
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